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IMPACT 11        VOCABULARY & PHRASAL VERBS

UNIT 1

abandon (v) to desert, to give up terk etmek, bırakmak

absolutely (adv) certainly, totally kesinlikle, tamamen

achieve (v) to accomplish, to succeed başarmak, elde etmek

acquire (v) to get, to obtain, to gain elde etmek, ele geçirmek, edinmek

adulthood (n) maturity, the period when sb is adult yetişkinlik, erişkinlik dönemi

affectionately (adv) lovingly, fondly sevgiyle, şefkatle

agree (v) to have the same opinion as sb else, to 
accept, to decide together

aynı fikirde olmak, kabul etmek, beraber 
karar vermek

annoying (adj) irritating sinir bozucu, rahatsız edici

apathy (n) indifference, lack of interest ilgisizlik, kayıtsızlık

appointment (n) 1. rendezvous, date, meeting   
2. assignment    1. randevu      2. atama, tayin, görev

attention (n) notice, consideration dikkat, özen, ilgi

battle (n) fight, war, a lengthy conflict or struggle savaş, mücadele

beast (n) 1. a large, dangerous creature     
2. cruel and unpleasant thing/person 

1. yaratık, canavar
2. kaba, sevimsiz şey/kimse

blame (n) / (v) accusation / to accuse suçlama / suçlamak

breezy (adj) 1. windy, blowy      
2. cheerful and relaxed              

1. rüzgârlı, esintili /
2. neşeli, cıvıl cıvıl, şen şakrak

capable (adj) skilled, competent becerikli, kabiliyetli

celebrity (n) 1. famous living person       
2. fame         

1. ünlü, tanınmış kimse
2. ün, şöhret

circumstance (n) situation, condition durum, şart, hâl

compare (v) to examine similarities or differences, to 
be as good as or better/worse than sth else karşılaştırmak, mukayese etmek, ölçüşmek

concisely (adv) briefly, in short kısaca

condition (v)
1. to make sb/sth behave or think in a 
certain way, to accustom   
2. to determine

1. koşulla(ndır)mak, etkilemek, (belli bir 
duruma) getirmek  2. belirlemek

considerate (adj) thoughtful düşünceli, anlayışlı

contradict (v) to claim the opposite of sth, to differ, to 
vary aksini iddia etmek, çelişmek

curve (n) / (v) bend / to bend eğri, kavis / bük(ül)mek, kıv(ı)r(ıl)mak
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deceive (v) to trick, to cheat, to mislead kandırmak, aldatmak, oyuna getirmek

depth (n) 1. the distance down or across
2. (of colour, emotion) intensity  1. derinlik  2. yoğunluk

description (n) depiction, definition, portrayal tanımlama, betimleme, tasvir

determine (v) to ascertain, to establish, to influence, to 
decide

saptamak, tespit etmek, belirlemek, karar 
vermek

development (n) growth, advancement, improvement geliş(tir)me, büyüme, ilerleme

disappear (v) to vanish ortadan kaybolmak, yok olmak

dismiss (v)
1. to wave aside, to refuse to consider         
2. to fire, to sack  
3. to free           

1. reddetmek
2. kovmak, işten çıkarmak
3. salıvermek, göndermek

distort (v) to deform, to alter (biçimini) bozmak, çarpıtmak

doubt (n) / (v) a feeling of being uncertain, uncertainty / 
to be uncertain, to disbelieve şüphe (etmek), kuşku(lanmak)

dull (adj) boring, dreary, not bright or shiny, 
unclear durgun, kasvetli, donuk, sıkıcı

elevate (v) to raise, to promote, to increase yükseltmek, artırmak, yüceltmek

enable (v) to make sth possible, to allow olanak sağlamak, izin vermek

ensure (v) to make sure, to assure, to guarantee sağlama almak, garantilemek

erase (v) to rub out, to remove temizlemek, silmek

essential (adj) extremely important, vital, crucial önemli, gerekli

excuse (n) a reason to explain or to defend your 
behaviour mazeret, bahane, özür    

expose (v) to make vulnerable maruz bırakmak

fake (adj) false, counterfeit          sahte, düzmece, çakma

flood (n) / (v) a very large amount of water or things / to 
cover with water, to pour, to flow

sel / sular altında bırakmak, taşmak, sel 
gibi akmak

follow (v) to go, to happen, to come after takip etmek, izlemek, sonucu olmak

forceful (adj) assertive, powerful, strong etkileyici, güçlü, ikna edici

frequently (adv) often sık sık, çoğu kez, sıklıkla

generously (adv) lavishly, profusely cömertçe, bol bol

grave (n) / (adj) the place in the ground where a dead 
body is buried / serious, gloomy, sombre

mezar, kabir / ciddi, kasvetli, sıkıcı, 
hüzünlü

ground (n)
1. earth, land  
2. area of knowledge or subject
3. general opinion

1. toprak, arazi
2. konu, saha
3. prensip, temel
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hardly (adv) scarcely, almost not, almost none güçlükle, neredeyse hiç

hide (v) to put sth somewhere or to cover not to be 
found or seen saklamak, gizlemek

hilarious (adj) extremely funny neşeli, komik

illogical (adj) unreasonable, not sensible mantıksız

impair (v) to harm, to damage bozmak, zarar vermek

inability (n) the state of being unable to do sth yetersizlik, beceriksizlik

independent (adj) liberated, free, autonomous bağımsız

influential (adj) effective, powerful etkileyici, güçlü

insane (adj) crazy, bizarre, ridiculous deli(ce),  anlamsız

interact (v) to communicate, to contact etkileşim içinde olmak

item (n) 1. one thing in a list or group  
2. a piece of news

1. madde, parça, öge
2. haber

jealous (adj) envious kıskanç

laughter (n) the act of making sounds with voice while 
smiling kahkaha

lead (v)
1. to come first, to surpass   
2. to guide
3. to cause

1. önde gelmek
2. rehberlik / liderlik etmek
3. yol açmak

mainly (adv) chiefly, essentially esas olarak, başlıca

masterpiece (n) a work of art of very high quality or of 
outstanding artistry şaheser, başyapıt

match (n) / (v) suitability / to look good together, 
to suit, to correspond

uygunluk, eşleşme /
uymak, eşleş(tir)mek

messy (adj) untidy, complicated dağınık, karmakarışık

minor (adj) small, insignificant küçük, önemsiz

mixture (n) a combination of different things karışım, karıştırma

mobility (n) ability to move hareketlilik, hareket kabiliyeti

mutiny (n) revolt, disobedience ayaklanma, isyan

nomination (n) appointment for responsibility, candidacy atama, aday gösterme, adaylık

oblige (v) to make sb bound to do sth, to force mecbur bırakmak, zorlamak

obsolete (adj) out-of-date kullanılmayan, eskimiş

opponent (n) adversary, antagonist, rival karşıt, muhalif, rakip
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peril (n) danger, risk tehlike, risk

pile (n) / (v) heap, accumulation / to heap, to accumulate yığın / yığ(ıl)mak

prevent (v) to stop, to keep from happening engellemek

primitive (adj) not modern, old, uncivilized ilkel

prolific (adj) productive üretken

provide (v) to supply sağlamak, temin etmek

rage (n) / (v) anger, fury / to be angry, to be furious, to boil hiddet(lenmek), öfke(lenmek)

recite (v) to repeat aloud from memory ezberden okumak

register (n) / (v) official list / to put the name of sb or sth on 
a list  kayıt / kayıt etmek

rely (v) to depend, to trust, to have confidence in güvenmek, dayanmak, inanmak

remote (adj) 1. faraway  2. unlikely, slight
3. unfriendly in manner

1. uzak        2. pek az
3. soğuk (davranış)

residence (n) place for living konut, ikamet edilen yer

reveal (v) to make known su yüzüne çıkarmak, meydana çıkarmak

sale (n)
1. the process of selling   
2. discount
3. auction

1. satış
2. indirim, ucuzluk
3. açık artırma

seek (v) to look for, to pursue aramak, peşinde olmak

sharply (adv) quickly and suddenly keskin bir şekilde

slender (adj) 1. thin, slim   2. hardly any 1. zayıf, ince  2. çok az, yetersiz

sparse (adj) scarce, existing in small amounts kıt, seyrek

surge (n) / (v) a sudden movement, increase / 
to suddenly move or increase

akın, ani artış / 
akın etmek, aniden artmak

tentatively (adv) 1. temporarily, provisionally     
2. hesitantly

1. geçici olarak
2. çekinerek, tereddütle

trial (n) 1. a formal examination of evidence by a 
judge    2. test 1. duruşma  2. deneme

undertake (v) to take on, to attempt, to engage in üstlenmek, girişmek

urgent (adj) requiring immediate action or attention acil, önemli

visible (adj) able to be seen gözle görülebilen

widely (adv) extensively geniş çaplı, geniş ölçüde
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Fill in the blank in each sentence with an appropriate word from the box below. Use a word 
only once and make any changes if necessary – singular/plural forms with nouns, correct 
tense and active/passive forms with verbs. There is one extra word in the box.

A

disappear     illogical     abandon     mutiny     circumstance     jealous 

impair       considerate       contradict       mixture       oblige

Candles are made from paraffin or beeswax, but gel candles are made from a/an 
____________________ of mineral oil and a polymer. 

My father always thinks he is right and he gets furious if we ____________________ his ideas.

Ricky, who is three years old, is ____________________ of his baby sister because his parents 
spend more time with her and he thinks they love the baby more than they love him.   

The events in the story are so ____________________ that it is hard to believe any of them; such 
things can never happen in real life.

When I saw the little puppy all by himself in the bushes, I took him home and gave him some milk; 
I think he was____________________ by his mother.  

The prisoners started a/an ____________________ after a group of them killed the guards and 
opened the cell doors. 

All the emails that I have received in the past two weeks have ____________________ from my 
inbox; I don’t know how to get them back. 

The outermost layer of the Sun, called the corona, can only be observed during a solar eclipse; 
under normal ____________________, the sun is so bright that it cannot be seen.  

In the language school, students are ____________________ to speak in English during class; 
outside the classroom, they are free to speak in their native language, though.  

When you are outside in the sun, you should wear sunglasses to protect your eyes because the sun’s 
UV rays can ____________________ your eyes.

1

3

5

7

9

2

4

6

8

10

PART I
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Fill in the blank in each sentence with an appropriate word from the box below. Use a word 
only once and make any changes if necessary – singular/plural forms with nouns, correct 
tense and active/passive forms with verbs. There is one extra word in the box.

B

The professor explained the subject _____________________ without any extra details or 
unnecessary information.  

During World War II, when men went to fight, women_____________________ many of the jobs 
that were done by men, such as driving lorries, engineering and factory work.

In the last two decades, there have been rapid changes in information and communication due to 
the numerous _____________________ in science and technology.

The 42-year-old movie star had told everyone that she was 30 years old; she got very angry when a 
newspaper _____________________ her real age. 

Vegetarians have no problem in Turkish restaurants because all sorts of vegetables are 
_____________________ used in Turkish dishes. 

When we have a serious problem, we usually _____________________ our parents’ help.

After receiving a phone call from his wife in the middle of the meeting, the manager had to leave 
because there was a/an _____________________ problem in his home. 

Teachers can have a big influence on their students because they _____________________ with 
them every day. 

The Ainu are _____________________ people who have no idea of technology and live by hunting 
and fishing; they also grow some crops.  

The comedian told so many funny jokes one after another that the whole theatre was filled with 
_____________________.

reveal         laughter         urgent         widely         interact         seek
concisely         development         primitive         hardly         undertake

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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1

5

3

7

9

2

6

4

8

10

Fill in the blanks in the sentences below using the correct form of the words given in brackets. 
Make the necessary changes – adding, removing or changing prefixes/suffixes, using 
singular/plural forms, adjective/adverb forms, appropriate tenses, active / passive voice, etc.

PART II

When he gave a huge amount of money to the hospital, everyone thanked the businessman for his 
kindness and _______________________. (generously)

The policeman asked the shop owner to _______________________ the robbers who broke into 
his shop. (description) 

My father is still _______________________ changing his job. (considerate)

You should stress the important words and lines of the poem during your 
_____________________. (recite)

My mother had a strong _______________________ on my life and always encouraged me to 
work harder. (influential)

Mike was in the sales team, but they have recently _______________________ him director of 
the sales department. (appointment)

Today’s phones have the _______________________ of doing a lot of things besides making 
calls.  (capable) 

After a _______________________ of the two methods, we have discovered that the first one is 
much more practical. (compare)

 All the teachers and students congratulated her for her big _______________________. 
(achieve)

_______________________ for the courses will begin on September 10, at 10 o’clock. (register)
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PART III
TEST 1

1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere 
uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. After finishing the military academy, he fought 
in the Civil War and was killed in a - - - - near 
Kansas fort. 

A)  trial
B)  rage
C)  ground
D)  battle
E)  grave

2. I like to go fishing if the weather is calm and 
sunny, but I don’t enjoy it so much when it is 

 - - - -.
 
A) remote
B)  breezy
C)  visible
D)  annoying
E)  prolific

3. How can you tell the difference between a(n) 
 - - - - diamond and a real one?

A)  dull
B)  forceful
C)  fake
D)  grave
E)  essential

4. The Internet - - - - us to communicate with 
people from around the world and share our 
ideas. 

A)  acquires
B)  achieves
C)  enables
D)  interacts
E)  exposes

5. Drivers should focus their - - - - on the road, not 
on their phones or other things.

A)  doubt
B)  attention
C)  mobility
D)  depth
E)  apathy 

6. I was so angry with her that I decided not to talk 
to her again, so I - - - - her number on my cell 
phone. 

A)  distorted
B)  relied
C)  erased
D)  registered
E)  disappeared

7. Selimiye Mosque, one of the greatest buildings 
of Islamic architecture, is considered the - - - - of 
Sinan the Architect. 

A) circumstance
B)  description
C)  nomination
D)  residence
E)  masterpiece

8. I was going to buy a new pair of shoes for my 
party, but later I - - - - this idea because I didn’t 
want to spend much money.  

A)  dismissed
B)  compared
C)  deceived
D)  determined
E)  followed 
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9. People who have a specific disease during 
childhood are very likely to suffer from it also in 
- - - -. 

A)  adulthood
B)  description
C)  appointment
D)  doubt
E)  battle

10. Although Neptune is a giant planet with a 
noticeable light blue colour, it is not - - - - 
without a telescope because of its distance 
from the Earth. 

A)  independent
B)  capable
C)  sparse
D)  urgent
E)  visible 

11.  Heavy rains caused a - - - - in the area near the 
river which killed about 20 people and damaged 
many homes.

A)  curve
B) flood
C)  rage
D)  ground
E)  pile

12. It’s amazing that Marie has put on so much 
weight; she used to be a(n) - - - - girl when she 
was in high school. 

A)  slender
B)  obsolete
C)  messy
D)  sparse
E)  primitive 

13. The tennis champion’s fans were very 
disappointed and upset when his - - - - defeated 
him in the last match. 

A)  celebrity
B)  opponent
C)  beast
D)  apathy
E)  peril

14. Jack always did very poorly in his exams, so 
he often - - - - his parents by lying about his 
grades. 

A)  doubted
B)  blamed
C)  deceived
D)  dismissed
E)  agreed 

15. We have - - - - planned to have the next meeting 
on Friday; we will postpone it even if one of the 
members cannot come on that day. 

A)  generously
B)  concisely
C) tentatively
D)  frequently
E)  sharply

16. When the baby didn’t stop crying, his mother 
took him in her arms and stroked his hair - - - -. 

A)  mainly
B)  hardly
C)  tentatively
D)  affectionately
E)  widely 
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TEST 2

1. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere 
uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Picasso was the most - - - - artist of all times 
as he made more than 13,000 paintings, 
100,000 engravings, 34,000 illustrations and 300 
sculptures. 

A)  visible
B)  annoying
C)  prolific
D)  considerate
E)  breezy

2. When you are filling out the registration form, you 
must answer each - - - - carefully and correctly. 

A) description
B)  trial
C)  sale
D)  item
E)  pile

3. I’ve just bought a new suit, but I don’t have a shirt 
that will - - - - its colours.

A)  agree
B)  match
C)  achieve
D)  interact
E)  lead

4. The world’s first billionaire, John D. Rockefeller, 
- - - - his wealth when he founded a big oil 
company.

A)  undertook
B)  acquired
C)  sought
D)  led
E)  piled

5. At the second - - - -, the judge found the man 
guilty of robbery and sentenced him to three 
years in prison.

A)  rage
B)  ground
C)  battle
D)  trial
E)  curve 

6. We all want to have a university education 
because both the society and our parents - - - - 
us to have a good career.

A)  hide
B)  follow
C)  curve
D)  determine
E)  condition

7. In order to make the maps of the ocean floor, 
oceanographers need to calculate the - - - - of 
the ocean first.

A) depth
B)  register
C)  opponent
D)  description
E)  flood 

8. I got an ‘A’ on my last English essay as I had no 
mistakes; there were only a few - - - - spelling 
mistakes.

A)  minor
B)  sparse
C)  prolific
D)  primitive
E)  messy 
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9. I have a(n) - - - - at the dentist’s at 3 o’clock 
today; I hope I can be there on time. 

A)  nomination
B)  appointment
C)  doubt
D)  circumstance
E)  attention

10. My parents still listen to their old music 
cassettes although cassettes and cassette 
players are - - - - now.

A)  essential
B)  remote
C)  insane
D)  prolific
E)  obsolete 

11.  21 Jump Street is a(n) - - - - action comedy; in 
fact, it is the funniest film I have ever watched.

A)  prolific
B) considerate
C)  hilarious 
D)  grave
E)  urgent

12. If you need to use a computer anytime and 
anywhere, a laptop is the ideal device for you 
because of its - - - - and small size. 

A)  mutiny
B)  peril
C)  mixture
D)  nomination
E)  mobility 

13. Life is much easier for children because all their 
basic needs such as food and money are - - - - 
by parents.

A)  provided
B)  dismissed
C)   elevated
D)  recited
E)  prevented 

14. I visited the famous poet in his - - - - in London 
and he showed me some of his latest poems. 

A)  appointment
B)  grave
C)  residence
D)  register
E)  masterpiece 

15.  When Joe found a job, he left his parents’ home 
and moved to the city because he wanted to be 
- - - - and away from his family. 

A)  hilarious
B)  independent
C)  insane
D)  illogical
E)  influential

16. In that region, rainfall was so - - - - that farming 
was very difficult; the villagers could not grow 
any crops.  

A)  slender
B)  remote
C)  sparse
D)  minor
E)  obsolete 
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2

1 3

4

5

 “boards” in line 2 means

 A.   gets off
 B.   gets on
 C.   gets up
  

 “vanished” in line 6 means

 A.   lied
 B.   disappeared 
 C.   driven

 “journey” in line 11 means

 A.   trip 
 B.   game
 C.   plan 

 “look out for” in line 12 means

 A.   pay for
 B.   come down with
 C.   pay attention to

 “hop” in line 13 means

 A.   leave  
 B.   stop
 C.   jump

1.   there (line 9) -  ____________________ 

2.   they (line 12) -  ____________________ 

3.   they (line 14) -  ____________________ 

UNIT 1
Casper is a 12-year-old cat that lives with his owner Susan Finden in Plymouth, Devon. Casper 
has a very odd habit; he boards the No.3 city bus at 10:55 a.m. from outside his home every 
morning. Then he travels the entire 17-kilometre bus route before returning home about an 
hour later. Mrs. Finden said her cat often disappeared like a ghost. Therefore, she named 
him Casper, like the famous cartoon character, Casper: the friendly ghost. She said: “My cat 
has always vanished for about an hour each time, and I didn’t know where he went. But 
later, some drivers told me that he had been catching the bus. I couldn’t believe this at first, 
but Casper loves people and we have a bus stop right in front of our house. He probably 
started the habit just by following the people there.” During his ride on the bus, the cat passes 
through the city centre and several different districts and suburbs. Casper has been making 
this journey for four years, so all the bus drivers are his friends now.  Because Casper is rather 
old, they all look out for him to make sure he gets off at the right stop. Casper is quite quick for 
his age, though, so he manages to hop on the bus just before the doors close. Then he usually 
curls up at the back and sometimes he squeezes in between the passengers’ legs. But they 
never complain because he never causes any trouble.

Passenger Without a Ticket

5

10

15

 Read the passage carefully and circle the choice which is the closest in meaning to the word/
phrase given.I

 What do these words refer to?IIII
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1. The passage tells us that Casper ----.

A. travels on the No.3 city bus several times a day 

B. gets on the bus with his owner Susan Finden every morning

C. cannot find his home easily and often gets lost in the streets 

D. always comes back home in about an hour

E. gets off the bus in a different district of the city every day

2. We can understand from the passage that Casper ----.

A. is often thrown out of the bus by the drivers

B. is afraid of people in general

C. is a problem for the passengers on the bus

D. is quite comfortable on the bus

E. does not return home before the evening
 

3. We can conclude from the passage that ----.

A. Mrs. Finden named her cat ‘Casper’ because Casper the friendly ghost was her favourite 
cartoon character

B. Casper spends the whole day travelling on the bus 

C. Mrs. Finden has had Casper for a long time

D. Casper’s home is in the city centre

E. Casper sometimes gets off the bus at the city centre

1. Casper is a lost street cat. ______ 

2. Casper is not a young cat. ______ 

3. The bus stop is far from Mrs. Finden’s house. ______ 

4. Casper travels for about an hour every day. ______

5. Casper always sits away from the passengers. ______

 True or False?III

 Read the passage carefully and circle the correct answer accordingly.IV
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1. The 17-kilometre bus route takes ________________________.

2. Casper is quite old, so he can’t ___________________________ without the drivers’ help.

3. Casper usually sits _________________________________ of the bus. 

1. ___ odd    a.   fit into a small place

2. ___ route   b.   neighbourhood; an area of the town or city

3. ___  district   c.   the way between two places (for buses, trains, etc.)

4. ___ curl up   d.   strange

5. ___ squeeze in   e.   sit in a position in which your body takes a rounded      
                 shape 

1. There weren’t any chairs left around the dinner table, so the little girl had to ________________ 
next to her mother.

2. You should always tell the truth because lying is a bad ________________. 

3. I get sun spots on my skin every summer, but luckily they ________________ in the winter.

4. I hate this neighbourhood because it is very noisy. I want to move to a house in a quiet 
________________ with parks and trees. 

5. I missed the school bus this morning because its ________________ has been changed and I didn’t 
know about it.

6. Rabbits ________________ instead of running because their hind legs are longer than their front 
legs.

look out for squeeze inroute hop vanish

curl uphabit district board

 Complete the sentences according to the passage.V

 Match the following words/phrases from the passage with the definitions given.VI

 Fill in the blanks with an appropriate word/phrase from the boxes below making changes if 
necessary. There is one extra.

VII
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7. When you are driving in the country, you should always ________________ the road signs placed 
on poles on the roadside.

8. I love to ________________ on the sofa while I am watching TV, but I fall asleep immediately, of 
course.

1. Casper has been making this journey for four years, so all the bus drivers are his friends now.

a) The bus drivers became friends with Casper when he took this journey with them four years 
ago.

b) All the bus drivers know Casper very well now because he has been travelling on their bus for 
four years.

c) Casper has been friends with all the bus drivers for four years; that’s why they are going to take 
him on a journey now. 

2. Casper is quite quick for his age, though, so he manages to hop on the bus just before the doors 
close. 

a) Although Casper is quick for his age, the doors of the bus close by the time he hops on.

b) Despite his age, Casper is quick enough to jump on the bus before the doors are closed.

c) Because of his age, Casper is often too late to jump on the bus before the doors close. 

è Words You Have Learned In This Unit:

 habit (n)   district (n)   board (v)  vanish (v)
 route (n)  journey (n)    hop (v)   odd (adj)

 Phrasal verbs: look out for, curl up, squeeze in 

 Circle the choice which has the same meaning as the sentence given.VIII


























































































































































































